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Abstract
Programmable data planes promise unprecedented flexibility and innovation. But enormous management issues arise
when these programmable data-planes, and the in-network
compute functionality they enable, are deployed within production networks. In this paper, we present an overview of
these management challenges, then explore the limitations
of existing management techniques. Finally, we propose a
system, Harmony, that encapsulates new abstractions and
primitives to address these problems.
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Introduction

The last few decades have seen a significant debate over
the use and design of in-network functionality (NF). Until
recently, much of this in-network functionality has been
at layer-7, e.g., proxies. With the recent emergence of programmable data planes [7, 49], the functionality being placed
into the network has shifted from pure layer-7 networking
to include computing functionality, i.e., in-network compute
(iCF).
A key defining property of iCF is a blurring of the traditional division between computing and networking infrastructures. In Table 1, we present a representative list of the
functionality being developed for programmable data planes.
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Functions
Caching [31, 32, 32, 36, 43]
e.g., NetCache [32]
NFV [24, 45, 46, 61]
e.g., SilkRoad [46]
Consensus [16, 17, 27, 37, 38]
e.g., P4xos [16]
ML/AI, e.g., [53]
Stream processing [13, 29, 54]
e.g., DAIET [54]

Type
iCF

Mode
Offload

NF

Transparent

iCF

Transparent

iCF
iCF

Offload
Offload

Table 1. Taxonomy of functionality deployed on programmable dataplanes.
For many of these approaches, e.g., Daiet [54], a fraction
of the application logic is rewritten and offloaded onto programmable data planes (PDPs) within the network (Offload
mode in Table 1). ∗ The code running on a PDP is called a
PDP program and written in a PDP language, e.g., P4.
When combining networking and computing functionality onto a PDP, network operators must grapple with management issues, e.g., infrastructure updates, troubleshooting,
and diagnosis, for both networking and computing infrastructures. Moreover, as adoption of iCFs grows in size and
prevalence, we believe these issues will only worsen.
The principal position of this paper is that rearchitecting
server applications to cross administrative boundaries (network
and compute) introduces a semantic gap in existing, otherwise
silo-ed, management techniques and complicates infrastructure
managment. In particular, while iCFs enables server applications to cross logical boundaries between computing and
networking infrastructure, many current management abstractions, algorithms, and frameworks are limited in scope
to either the networking or computing domains, and thus
lack sufficient information and data plane primitives to effectively manage applications that cross these boundaries.
For example, to install an iCF on a network device, the network requires both placement information (e.g., location)
and network virtualization primitives that enforce isolation.
Naively merging existing management tools to enable
cross-layer management is unscalable; creating new crosslayer tools is undesirable, since such tools would disregard
practical administrative boundaries (i.e., NetOps versus DevOps). Instead of merging or rewriting existing tools, we
∗ Note that while some in-network compute functionality require application modifications, some do not (i.e., transparent mode in Table 1).
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argue that we should augment existing management techniques with abstractions and algorithms to enable a crosslayer exchange of information, allowing existing methods to
more effectively manage the network.
To this end, we propose a system, Harmony, that facilitates cross-layer management of iCFs by introducing abstractions for data exchange between networking and computing
management systems and a set of supporting data plane
primitives. Harmony is inspired by recent work on cloud
management [2, 3, 6, 51] while addressing issues specific to
programmable data planes.
In particular, we identify the following key management
challenges and introduce data plane primitives and information sharing abstrations to address them. Harmony must (1)
simultaneously and dynamically support multiple iCFs, (2)
allow for the transfer of placement information, (3) enable
on-demand reaction to management events, and (4) disentangle diagnosis complexity. Programmable data planes support
a broad range of functionality (Table 1). Thus, a key challenge
lies in simultaneously ensuring generality and practicality;
we illustrate the generality and practicality of our abstractions with several classes of emerging in-network compute
applications.

2
2.1

Background
Managing Distributed Infrastructures

Many distributed applications are required to survive server
failures and to scale in response to application workload
fluctuations. We use the term orchestrator to broadly classify the processes that manage these applications (i.e., the
process that allocates resources, monitors the tasks for failures, or scales them in response to workload fluctuations).
For containers and microservices, Kubernetes is a popular
orchestrator. For big data processing systems, e.g., MapReduce, the job manager is the orchestrator. On the networking
side, a controller encapsulates the control logic that manages
distributed switches (i.e., the process that installs network
paths, configures/installs NFs, and reacts to failures).

2.2

Overview of NF

In Table 1, we present a taxonomy of recent approaches classified by the type of functionality, i.e., iCF or NF, and the
mode of operation, i.e., offloaded (requires server application
rewrite) or transparent (server application is transparent).
We note that NFs do not require modifications to applications because these functions are naturally distinct from
applications. An iCF, in contrast, may or may not require
application modifications depending on the functionality
being embedded into the network. Next, we highlight the
salient features of iCFs by describing two complementary
approaches.
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• NetCache [32]: NetCache improves the performance of
traditional key-value stores by using programmable dataplanes as a caching layer between application servers
and the key-value stores. The NetCache iCF is designed
to run on ToR switches, which, traffic destined to the
key-value servers will naturally traverse. The memory
requirement for the PDP program is a function of the number of cache servers at the ToR. Failure of a programmable
device impacts performance but not correctness because
the network maintains only soft state.
To effectively utilize NetCache, the orchestrator much
be able to configure the PDP program based on runtime
knowledge of the location of key-value stores and the
number of key-value servers at each ToR. Without orchestrator involvement, the controller is, thus, unable to
appropriately place or configure NetCache.
• DAIET [54]: DAIET offloads reducer tasks into the network. The network is used to aggregate results and, in
turn, reduce latencies and improve throughput. The failure of a DAIET element significantly impacts the mapreduce job, because a DAIET iCF stores persistent state,
the job may need to be re-run if intermediate data is lost.
This problem is analogous to the failure of an intermediate server node in MapReduce which forces the job to
recalculate lost components [33].
To effectively utilize DAIET, the orchestrator must inform the controller of the location of the different mapper
tasks as well as the reducer PDP program(s) to run. Given
this information, the controller can appropriately place
and route traffic through the reducer iCF (s).
Takeaway: As illustrated above, the use of programmable
data planes as compute units naturally requires some coordination between the orchestrator and controller. The type and
level of coordination is a function of the type of computation
being embedded into the network. For example, placement
information is required for resource allocations and workload information may be required for configuration.
Thus, migration of traditional computing tasks into the
network complicates the functionality of an orchestrator
because the orchestrator must now interact with and manage
both the conventional application processes on servers and
the iCFs within the data plane.

3

Management Challenges

In this section, we discuss several emerging trends in computing and discuss the management implications of a tighter
coupling between the orchestrator and controller.
Challenge 1: Networking as a Utility. Emerging virtualization trends are slowly eliminating the explicit dependencies between the applications and the network. Two particular trends stand-out, microservice service-mesh [10] and
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IaaS-overlay networking [15, 20, 35]. In both trends, the network is abstracted into one “big switch” with overlay tunnels
used to transport traffic between endpoints.
Impact: A consequence of this trend is that the orchestrators are unaware of the underlying network and make many
decisions in a network agnostic manner.
Requirement: The move to push compute functionality into
the network will require orchestrators to either understand
the topology to perform placements or to delegate placement
functionality to controllers.
Challenge 2: Maintenance Activities. Most operational
data centers require constant maintenance, e.g., hardware
maintenance or firmware upgrades, which often needs rebooting one or more switches or taking switches offline.
Today, elaborate algorithms [41, 62] are required to schedule
maintenance activities in a manner that minimizes disruption
of the network. These intelligent algorithms shield applications from maintenance activities by ensuring that certain
invariants hold during each maintenance window. The move
to offload compute into the network magnifies the disruption
caused by these maintenance activities.
Impact: To effectively operate during maintenance windows, iCF must either be migrated off devices before a reboot
(or shutdown) or the application must be redesigned to explicitly handle maintenance activities within the network.
We argue that the least disruptive option, in-network support for migration, should be explored. While this option
aligns with an application’s expectation, it introduces new
challenges.
Requirement: Migrating iCF requires coordination between
the controller and the orchestrator to ensure that: (1) migration preserves the placement constraints, (2) the appropriate
state is effectively migrated, and (3) migration is fast, correct,
and incurs low overhead.
Challenge 3: Brittle Virtualization Abstractions. Central to a thriving iCF ecosystem is the ability to run multiple
functions on a single device. For example, a ToR switch running a NetCache iCF will need to additionally run an ECMP
NF to route and balance traffic.
Impact: Today, programmable data plane devices lack virtualization primitives, i.e., they can support only one program. Thus, there are no appropriate techniques for ensuring
isolation and resource management between the different
programs colocated on a device.
Requirement: The design of a virtualization and composition primitive for programmable data planes is a fundamentally distinct problem from the composition and virtualization of OpenFlow rules [5, 30, 48] because PDP programs [8] include complex structures (i.e., control flow and
parser graphs) that must be appropriately virtualized. Moreover, both the PDP hardware and language constructs, e.g.,
Tofino and P4, provide insufficient primitives for building a
virtualization framework.
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Challenge 4: Insufficient Diagnosis Abstractions. Data
center diagnosis and troubleshooting falls into two broad
classes. First, distributed tracing [14, 21, 44, 56] traces RPC
calls between functions to localize the offending component(s). Second, cross-layer diagnosis [4, 23] aims to localize
the rootcause of a problem to either the network or end-host
after which more appropriate techniques can be used.
Impact: The introduction of in-network compute complicates both directions: first, programmable devices do not
provide a rich enough abstraction to support traditional tracing. Second, cross-layer diagnosis assumes a clear division
between the network and the end host; however, in-network
compute blurs this distinction.
Requirement: Fortunately, emerging programmable data
planes provide a primitive, network telemetry, for introspecting on internal device state. We argue that a natural first step
is to extend existing distributed tracing to incorporate network telemetry [11]. However, combining network telemetry with distributed tracing requires rethinking assumptions
and limitations about tracing. While network telemetry has
proved useful for tracking packet trajectories, distributed
tracing requires capturing additional information and maintaining potentially complex and stateful data structures.

4

Design of Harmony

The insight behind Harmony is that the management challenges introduced by the in-network compute paradigm arise
for two reasons: (1) a silo between the compute and the network resource managers (i.e., controller and orchestrator)
which prevents the exchange of information necessary for
coordination and orchestration of resources, and (2) a lack of
appropriate abstractions within the PDP ecosystem to support virtualization. To address these two broad challenges,
we present Harmony, a system that (1) introduces new mechanisms into the data plane for virtualizing the network (i.e.,
supporting isolation and providing QoS), and (2) provides
new abstractions that allow the controller to capture (or expose) policy information from the orchestrator to efficiently
manage and allocate resources.
Figure 1 presents an overview of Harmony. They key
mechanisms and abstractions provided by Harmony are incorporated in the following components (orange boxes in
Figure 1). First, a lightweight hardware virtualization layer,
PDPVisor, that enables efficient composition of multiple
PDP programs through source code merging and provides
provable isolation and safety through compiler optimizations; the PDPVisor also introduces a primitive for augmenting iCF to automatically generate distributed tracing data.
Second, a set of management interfaces: NWLeases, a pushbased interface, which allows the orchestrator to specify and
push placement requirements and configuration as an annotated graph; and NWCallBacks, a pull-based interface,
which allows the controller to inform the orchestrator of
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Figure 1. Harmony: high level vision.
network dynamics and allows the orchestrator to react appropriately, e.g., perform state management and cleanup.
4.1

Bridging the Semantic Gap

Placement and configuration are two key pieces of information required to ensure that iCFs function correctly and
appropriately accelerate applications. For configuration, we
anticipate that this can be expressed in a configuration file.
For placement information, there are two broad directions.
First, Harmony could expose network information to the
orchestrator to decide placement. Network information can
be exposed directly, e.g., as a graph of the physical topology [39], or abstractly, e.g., via a query interface [2, 55].
This direction has a few drawbacks: it introduces scalability
challenges, raises potential privacy/security issues when the
network/compute are run by different organizations, and
complicates networking resource allocation because two
different entities are performing allocation/management of
the same network resources. Second, Harmony could expose application requirements [5, 6, 28] to the network for
the controller to perform placement. This direction centralizes resource allocation logic and allows for more efficient
placement decisions, but requires a flexible and expressible
interface or a domain-specific language (DSL) to effectively
capture varied application requirements.
While more challenging, we opt for the latter direction
because it provides one entity, the controller, with global visibility and control over resource allocations. This enables the
controller to explore globally efficient placement decisions
that maximize use of network resources.
Existing interfaces [6, 28] for capturing application placement requirements are ineffective because they are targetted
towards capturing placement information that impacts VM
performance relative to other VMs. We require interfaces
that allow us instead to capture VM/endhost performance relative to the choice of network PDP devices used for iCFs. For

example, abstractions in Oktopus [6] allow tenants to specify
placement constraints as bandwidth requirements, where as
existing iCFs, e.g., NetCache or SilkRoad, will require precise
control over placement (e.g., placement on a directly connected ToR). Additionally, these abstractions do not enable
placement of a reducer relative to the location of specific
mappers. Extending these existing interfaces requires significant modifications to accept graph-based representations.
Crafting Expressive Abstractions: The orchestrator informs the controller of placement information as a graph
that indicates the placement of iCFs relative to pre-allocated
VMs or server applications. The graph consists of two types
of nodes: iCF (indicated as circles in Figure 2) and servers (indicated as boxes in Figure 2). The iCF nodes can be annotated
as ToR or non-ToR to indicate strict placement constraints,
e.g., in Figure 2 (b), the nodes are annotated with a T for ToR.
Edges in the graph capture relative placement constraints
and indicate routing constraints. For example, to specify
that a reducer’s placement is relative to the server(s) hosting mappers, the reducer node should have links directly to
the mapper nodes (in Figure 2 (c), the links represent constraints between two mappers (CF5 and CF6) and a reducer
iCF (iCF7)).
NWLeases: More formally, our abstraction, NWLeases,
captures the PDP program (source code), the placement constraints (as a graph), resource requirements (as configurations), and the requested time length of the lease. The abstraction (Table 2) provides mechanisms to modify the NWLease,
renew it, or delete it. In designing our abstraction, we aim
to minimize the complexity of the controller. In particular,
we reduce the state and functionality at the controller by expressing resource allocation as leases, freeing the controller
from tracking application availability.
The orchestrator creates and modifies the NWLeases as the
deployed application is modified. Since many applications
can operate without their iCFs, a lease can be created at any
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Operation
new NWLease()
ConfigLease(LeaseID,
Program, placement parameters,
PlacementGraph, Config)
ReNewLease(LeaseID)
DeleteLease(LeaseID)

Returns
LeaseID
Boolean

Description
creates a new lease
augments the PDP program,
or configuration of a lease

Boolean
Boolean

Renews the NWLease
Deprovisions the iCFs
and their associated paths
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support events including migration (no state is lost but potential performance penalties may be incurred during migration), reallocation (migration due to placement optimization),
and shutdown (an event that results in state loss).

Table 2. NWLease API: supported calls.

point. Successful creation of the NWLease may reroute traffic
to utilize the newly placed iCFs. Additionally, modifications
to a NWLease may also lead to traffic rerouting if placement
decisions are modified.
Enforcing Placement and Configuration: Given the
above abstraction, the controller can solve a placement problem which tries to place different iCFs (and NFs) subject to
placement and resource configuration constraints from the
orchestrator, physical device constraints placed by the PDP
devices, and operator specified objectives. Formulating the
placement problem and providing practical solutions is out
of the scope of this work; however, we note that several directions [12, 19, 52, 66] are being made along these lines within
the context of NFV-placement — we believe such work can
be easily extended to our domain.
4.2

Optimizing for Network Changes

The NWLeases abstraction enables the controller to transparently react to maintenance activities (e.g., upgrades) by
creating a new placement and reallocating iCFs. However,
reallocating iCFs can impact application performance. Next,
we discuss an interface that optimizes performance during
network dynamics by enabling the orchestrator to react to
these network events directly.
We argue that while initial provisioning and configuration
are amenable to a push-based interface, for real-time reaction
to network changes, a pull-based approach is required. The
controller pulls information from the orchestrator to enable
efficient reaction to network changes. We envision that during network changes, the controller alerts the orchestrator
of the change, provides the orchestrator with an opportunity to perform cleanup or bookkeeping activities, and pulls
information from the orchestrator to inform placement or
migration.
Our interface is inspired by container management primitives, i.e., Kubernetes’ lifecycle hooks [63]. These “upcalls”
allow hypervisors to run pre-specified code in containers
during lifecycle events (e.g., container creation or deletion).
In our context, the orchestrator registers for events concerning their iCFs. Given these registered handlers, the controller
makes appropriate upcalls. We envision that Harmony will

Figure 2. (a) Physical data center with NetCache (yellow) and
DAIET (green), (b) NWLeases for NetCache , and (c) NWLeases
for DAIET.
4.3

Composing In-Network Functionality

As discussed in Section 3, the PDP hardware and software
toolchain do not support running multiple P4 programs concurrently, either on programmable switches or smart NICs.
Existing approaches [25, 65] to virtualize programmable dataplanes explore emulated virtualization; unfortunately, the
emulation introduces significant overheads (e.g., as high as
20X [67]). Furthermore, PDP devices do not include primitives required to support more efficient virtualization approach, e.g., paravirtualization. Instead, we propose a nonconventional approach: Lightweight virtualization through
source code merging where virtualization is achieved by
merging all the PDP programs into one, which retains the
functionality of the original PDP programs. Our source code
merging-based approach to virtualization introduces the following key challenges:
• First, we need to ensure that, when merged, the final program retains the properties of each of the original NFs
and iCFs while simultaneously providing isolation and

Figure 3. PDPVisor: overview.
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enforcing resource quotas. During compilation, PDP programs are represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
so we can view the merge as a DAG merging problem and
place appropriate constraints, e.g., the merged graph must
be a DAG, to ensure that the merged DAG ensures isolation between the different functions on a PDP device. Another benefit of DAG-based representations is that we can
easily enforce resource allocation constraints on nodes
within the graph. Moreover, we recently showed that the
program merging problem is equivalent to the weighted
maximum independent set (WMIS) graph problem, which,
while NP-hard, can often be solved in polynomial time
with a greedy heuristic [67].
• Second, at runtime, we need to enforce quality of service
guarantees, e.g., an iCF should be allocated 60% of a device’s processing cycles. Fortunately, the number cycles
required to process a packet can be determined apriori by
analyzing the merged PDP program. Thus, we can control the cycles allocated to each NF and iCF by allocating
queues and token buckets [57].
• Third, updating the PDP program on a device introduces
several seconds of disruption because the device needs
to reboot to maintain state consistency [59] (similar to
OS updates). Thus, provisioning or de-provisioning NFs
and iCFs will introduce disruptions because the merged
program will need to be updated. An open challenge lies
in understanding how to perform headless updates to the
data plane without impacting availability.
Figure 3 presents an overview of PDPVisor. The main
component is the compiler, which takes as input N PDP
programs and creates as output one PDP program with associated queue weights. The use of the compiler enables
Harmony to analyze the programs, ensure isolation and allocate resources according to predefined resource sharing
constraints. Resource allocations for ASIC processing cycles
are enforced with queues and token buckets; allocations for
switch memory are enforced by limiting the number of table
entries allocated.
4.4

In-Network Tracing

Extending tracing [21, 44] into the network requires introducing primitives into the data plane to capture contextual
information (i.e., IDs, tags, and timings) and policies to determine when to capture and report them. While this logic is
easy to implement on servers, limited programming models
make introducing primitives and policies to PDPs nontrivial. Additionally, while emerging in-network telemetry techniques [11, 26, 40] provide packet trajectories, i.e., the path
taken by a packet, these techniques do not include some of
the broader contextual information required for distributed
tracing. For example, although P4 makes it easy to capture information for a specific RPC request, understanding changes
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and evolution requires maintaining state within the switch,
a more challenging task.
Language model (i.e., P4) and programmable switch design (e.g., Tofino) introduce limitations on how state can be
stored (e.g., in array registers) and accessed (e.g., sequential and once-per-packet). Our main innovation is to design
stateful data structures that efficiently store contextual information required to effectively create distributed traces
while respecting hardware constraints. For example, designing sketch-based algorithms for compactly sampling and
capturing per-application contexts.

5

Related Work

Existing work focuses largely on demonstrating the flexibility of modern programmable dataplanes to support a
broader range of computation [17, 29, 31, 32, 36, 43, 53, 54]
or network functionality [24, 45, 47, 58], or on developing abstractions and algorithms to improve the functionality [9, 34, 50], flexibility [25, 65], efficiency [1], and management [18, 22, 42, 60, 64] of existing PDPs.
Our work differs from existing PDP management approaches
[18, 64], in that we aim to support integration of the network
control plane with the compute control plane. Existing management directions will benefit from the information that
our work exposes.
While our work is inspired by a rich body of work on
cloud management [2, 3, 6, 51] our work revisits these questions within the context of in-network compute and explores
the practical challenges introduced by programmable data
planes: limited resources and a significantly constrained language model.

6

Conclusion

Designing a network management plane that explicitly embraces in-network computation introduces many interesting
challenges. In addition to the diagnosis, maintenance, and
management challenges discussed here, in-network compute
also complicates security and reliability. Our goal is to begin
the discussion on a subset of these management issues by
shedding light on a few key issues. As part of future work,
we will explore other directions including security and reliability.
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